revtex4 graphicxdcolumnbm document Asymmetric nuclear matter in the relativistic mean field approach with vector cross-interaction Juraj Kotulič Bunta juraj.bunta@savba.sǩ Stefan Gmuca gmuca@savba.sk Institute of Physics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Dubravska cesta 9, SK-845 11 Bratislava 45, Slovakia abstract Asymmetric nuclear matter is studied in the frame of relativistic mean-field theory, using scalarisoscalar σ, vector-isoscalar ω meson together with their selfinteractions, vector-isovector ρ meson with its cross-interaction with ω meson too, and scalar-isovector δ meson as degrees of freedom. The model is used to parameterize the nuclear matter properties results calculated by more fundamental Dirac-BruecknerHartree-Fock theory and thus to provide an effective DBHF model applicable also to finite nuclei. Vector ω-ρ cross-interaction seems to be an useful degree of freedom for describing of the asymmetric nuclear matter, mostly due to its impact on density dependence of the symmetry energy.
